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Accelerate the design, deployment, and 
ongoing management processes of Windows 
365 to rapidly benefit from the capabilities 
and security Windows 365 can bring to your 
organization.

Windows 365 is a simple, secure, repeatable solution for 
ensuring your business can work anywhere from any 
device without the hurdles of legacy VDI solutions. By 
using Windows 365 you can enable users to be productive 
regardless of their physical device and its inherent 
limitations.

The benefits of leveraging Windows 365 include:

A highly secure, highly-available 
work-from-anywhere solution 

A streamlined management process removing 
multiple factors from consideration

Simple, flexible cloud service optimizing usage and 
financial concerns

KiZAN will assist your organization with designing and 
implementing your Windows 365 solution to ensure you 
benefit from the simplicity and security benefits inherent 
to the service. Education, planning, design, 
implementation, and initial pilot deployment are all 
included in this effort with the primary focus being a solid 
foundation upon which you can expand the solution to its 
full production potential.

Windows 365 Accelerator

Windows 365 Accelerator Deliverables:

Complete a Windows 365 overview and 
planning session

Generate a design and implement a baseline 
solution with a single core catalog image, up to 
5 applications provided via Intune or 
Configuration Manager via Co-management, 
and core security and management 
configurations

Perform a pilot validation of the Windows 365 
solution (up to 50 users) using either Intune or 
Microsoft Endpoint Configuration Manager via 
Co-Management

Create documentation of the solution as 
deployed and configured for the Pilot

NOTE: Windows 365 requires a monthly automatic 
renewal subscription cost per Cloud PC in addition to 
existing Microsoft 365 licenses.
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